
Round 4 – June 3, 2018 U.S. Women’s Open Course Set-up Notes from Shannon Rouillard 
  Weather Here is the 5 a.m. forecast from Thor Guard Chief Meteorologist Jake Swick and Alex Broom: 

 
As predicted the showers and storms to our northwest are weakening while heading southeast in our 
direction.  Therefore, we'll start off the day under a mix of sun and clouds with a 20% chance of a shower or storm 
before 10 AM.  From 10 AM through 4 PM we will have a 40% chance of showers and storms.  During the 10 AM to 
1 PM time frame, the main threat is the decaying activity to our northwest in which most models have us staying 
dry.  Then between 1 PM and 4 PM we will be radar watching for scattered pop up showers and storms around 
Birmingham.  Most models have the activity being the most active northeast of us and southwest of us - hopefully 
splitting Shoal Creek.  It definitely looks like we'll see more action in the area than yesterday, but not as active as 
Friday - especially since the activity will be moving a bit faster southeastward.  Today will also be the final hot and 
humid day with highs around 90 and dewpoints in the low to mid 70s, creating a heat index in the mid to high 
90s.  Light winds right now out of the southwest will become a westerly breeze of 5-10 mph by 
lunchtime.  Northwest winds during the first half of the afternoon will become gusty at times at 5-15 mph with a 
north wind by the end of the day.  The cold front moving through our area this afternoon will allow high pressure 
behind it to usher in drier and more comfortable air tonight through Monday and even Tuesday as well! 
 
11:00 p.m. forecast 
 
Today is the last hot and humid day with highs around 90 degrees and a heat index staying just shy of 100 this 
afternoon.  Sunshine will mix clouds at times throughout the rest of the day with the clouds most likely to build 
between 1 PM and 5:30 PM when we have a 40% chance of showers and storms.  The models continue to show a 
slightly better chance of active weather northeast and southwest of Birmingham.  So despite the instability in the 
atmosphere, we are maintaining the more optimistic outlook that Shoal Creek may split the wet weather.  
Westerly winds now will become a northwesterly flow this afternoon with a more northerly breeze after the cold 
front passes through between 4 and 5:30 PM.  High pressure will bring drier air tonight with dewpoints in the 50s 
Monday and Tuesday under lots of sunshine and very seasonal temperatures. 
 

  Set Up 
Specifics 

We were fortunate again to escape any rain last night. As such, we were able to get a single cut and roll on the 
putting greens last night and a double cut and roll done this morning. Last night we mowed fairways and the 
intermediate cut for the first time since Monday. Fairways were cut again this morning. The definition looks 
spectacular! On average, we achieved Stimpmeter readings in the 12’-12’6” range. We anticipate speeds settling 
out in the low 12’ range.  With the lack of rain yesterday, the fairways have continued to firm up a bit from the day 
before. Winds appear to be more of a factor later today.  They will start out of the southwest this morning at 3-6 
mph, then move from the west at 4-8 mph, then northwest at 5-10 mph and ending the late afternoon from the 
north at 5-15 mph. 

Hole Par Yardage  
1 4 379 This straight away par 4 is a good opening hole for players to start their round. They will need to steer clear of the 

fairway bunker in play on the left. A drive to the right center is ideal anyway as the hole is located at 18-9L just 



past the middle of the green coming off the nob in the back of the green. Players will have an uphill putt if they 
stay below the hole.  

2 4 396 With today’s hole location at 28-4L, the ideal tee shot will hug the right side of the fairway (like on Thursday) at 
the corner of this dog-leg right. From the right side of the fairway, the player will not be able to avoid hitting over 
a portion of the left greenside bunker if she plans on getting close to the hole.  An approach missed left will be 
extremely difficult recovery.  

3 5 492 From tee to green the strategy of this hole does not change much. However, today’s hole location is tucked 
behind the front right bunker at 6-3R. The green also falls off a bit on that side and I would suspect that front 
bunker will see some action today. 

4 4 430 Today’s tee location is forward of the post for the 4th day in a row. For the three previous days, the average score 
has been 4.394, one of the most difficult playing holes for the championship. Today’s hole location at 30-8C may 
be tough to get back to and will take a precise shot to that narrow area of the green. As a result, the closely 
mown area back left of the green may see more action today. 

5 3 161 The player will have 7 paces to work with between the top of the false front and the hole location at 17-4L. The 
bunker behind the hole will make for a challenging up ’n’ down as it will be all downhill. 

6 5 489 Today’s tees were set at the post today and would expect more players to reach this par 5 in two. The hole 
location at 34-7C will allow the player some running room to get the ball back to the hole. 

7 4 409 Today’s teeing ground remained at the score card yardage. Today’s hole location at 10-5R is very accessible with 
not many obstacles around it. The player just needs to remember that the green falls off to the right a bit in that 
portion of the green. If the player misses short, it should be an elementary recovery. 

8 3 149 This downhill short par-4 will play to the middle right portion of the green adjacent to the left greenside bunker at 
14-4R between the tier above the hole and the ridge below the hole. A missed approach in the bunker is not the 
place to be. There is a lot of room short of and left of this hole to make birdie. 

9 4 385 Today’s teeing ground is at the post today. Tees have been located forward of the post the three previous rounds. 
Players will not be as concerned about the water hazard coming into play today with the 21-4L hole location. 
However, the front left greenside bunker will come into play. Again, putting will be straightforward in that 
quadrant of the green.  

10 4 401 With today’s hole location at 22-7R in the bowl, the ideal tee shot will be positioned on the left side. A premium 
will be put on getting their second shot in the bowl as a putt from the left side of the green will most likely slide by 
the hole if pace is not just right. 

11 5 508 The tee was pushed all the way back for today’s final round. Therefore, the strategy on this hole from tee to green 
will not waiver from the first two days. Today’s hole location is front right at 7-5R really bringing the water hazard 
into play on a short third shot. Anywhere on the lower level of this green is birdie territory. 

12 4 431 For championship Sunday, this tee has been pushed back to the forward portion of the next tee back. With 
today’s hole location at 22-8L, the best play is to either to the middle right side of the green and let the contour of 
the green funnel the ball down to the hole or play just over the flagstick. In both cases, the player will have an 
uphill putt on this redan-like green. Par will be a great score today!   



13 4 172 The tee on this hole is back at the score card yardage. Today’s hole location is nestled strategically between the 
bowl and the back right bunker.  Club selection will be critical as par will be difficult to make from the bunker and 
a birdie will not be as realistic from the bowl. 

14 4 361 From tee to green, this hole will not play much different than days past, however the hole is on the front right 
portion of the green today at 6-3R near the bunker. With this very accessible hole location, I am expecting to see 
many birdies today. 

15 4 389 This hole will play the longest for the championship with the back-right hole location at 34-5R. The toughest part 
will be getting back to this hole. However, the green contour should help the players do so by hitting the middle 
back portion of the green. If they do, the ball should funnel right to the hole. If the player plays safe to the left 
side of the green, her recovery shot will be a touchy one away from her. 

16 3 197 Like round one and three, today’s teeing ground will be back again. Today’s hole location is very accessible at 17-
10R and other than the player hitting past the flagstick for a challenging up ‘n’ down from the closely mown area, 
we should expect to see a lot of pars and some birdies. 

17 5 531 From tee to green, this hole should play very similar to days past. Today’s hole location should produce a number 
of birdies as it is located in a small valley at 10-14R. The player should not expect to make birdie and perhaps par 
if she misses her short approach directly left of the hole though as the large nob in the middle of the green will 
keep her from getting the ball close to the hole with today’s green speeds. 

18 4 416 This demanding par-4 should provide a great finish to today’s round. With the hole location at 31-3L, the player 
will be challenged to get the ball back to the hole with the water hazard lurking immediately to the left.  If the 
player leaves her approach in the swale short of the hole, she will still have a decent chance for a birdie.   

 

Front 9 – 3,290 

Back 9 – 3,406 

Total – 6,696 


